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1. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN OVERVIEW  

1.1 History of Bouldering in Red Hill  

Bouldering is a sub-sport within rock climbing that was first practiced in the early 1900’s in France as 

a way of training for bigger climbs in the Alps.  It is a sport where the climbers do not use ropes or 

any permanent climbing protection and instead choose boulders that are low enough to jump down 

from.  In order to prevent injury, the climbers place a foam mattress below their climb and will have 

another climber spot them to ensure that they land feet first. 

Bouldering areas usually consist of a cluster of boulders with a trail leading between each of the 

individual boulders.  During a bouldering session, a climber will spend anywhere from a couple hours 

to a full day working through different problems in the area.  However, often the climber will spend 

a majority of the day focused on a “project”, a single problem he or she is trying to climb. 

Although traditional rock climbing has been practiced along Cape Peninsula mountain chain for 

centuries, bouldering in this area can only be traced back to the 1960’s.  During the 1980’s climbers 

like Andrew de Klerk and Chris Lomax made bouldering more popular, especially at the Silvermine 

Boulder.  In the 1990’s bouldering in South Africa became known across the world when a group of 

the world’s top climbers developed the boulders around the Clanwilliam area of the Cederberg, 

naming it Rocklands.  Rocklands is now considered one of the top bouldering destinations in the 

world, with climbers travelling from all continents to this remote part of South Africa.  In August 

2011 local media sources stated an expectation of at least 500 climbers travelling to Rocklands for 

the winter season.  

The bouldering at Red Hill was developed from the late 1990’s, with Grootkop being the first area to 

be developed.  At the time, there was a Management Plan that regulated rock climbing in Table 

Mountain National Park.  The plan covered / covers traditional rock climbing and sport climbing, but 

it is silent about bouldering (neither allowing nor disallowing it).   

In the Cape Peninsula there are currently approximately 500 climbers, with approximately 50 who 

focus on bouldering.  The main climbing user group of Red Hill are specifically boulderers, though all 

climbers might visit the area. 

It is expected for bouldering to remain a recreational activity in the Cape and perhaps see an 

increase in climbers during the next few years for the following reasons:  

1) Rocklands is a large climbing tourist attraction with the climbing tourist numbers 

already seeing an increase over last year due to the recent release of the first 

Rocklands guidebook in December 2010.  In August 2011 Reuters and the Cape Argus 

expected 500 tourists in the 2011 climbing season, resulting in an expected 4 – 5 

million Rand to the Clanwilliam economy. 4 

2) A Cape Town bouldering guidebook is anticipated for release in 2012. 

3) Climbers consider bouldering a good training for longer climbs even if they are not 

specifically boulderers. 

4) The sport is being taught at schools and universities around Cape Town. 
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1.2 Current Status of Bouldering in Red Hill 

To date, Red Hill is the most developed climbing area in Cape Town and houses many of the best 

bouldering problems.  Previous to June 2011, it was being accessed by a wide range of climbers from 

locals, tourists, beginners and world class athletes.   During early 2011 the boulderers started to be 

turned away by a South African National Parks (SANParks) ranger who stated that the activity was 

not allowed, even though neither the website nor park signage stated it was illegal.  Climbers 

continued to go to the area due to the mixed communication until June 2011 when the Mountain 

Club of South Africa stepped in and put out a request to the bouldering community to refrain from 

using this public area until access was resolved.  Representatives from the MCSA rock climbing sub-

committee and the local bouldering community met with SANParks, and SANParks requested for a 

bouldering specific Environmental Management Plan to be put forward to assess the sport’s impact 

on the area.  The local climbing community has respected this request while this document was 

being drafted (although it is inherently more difficult to inform foreign tourist climbers). 

1.3 Document Methodology 

This management plan was drafted utilizing the Environmental Management System (EMS) Model.  

This methodology was chosen due to it being qualified as the world standard for Environmental 

Management and follows a cycle that continuously ensures land protection.  EMS can be viewed as a 

three step process of 1) Planning 2) Implementing 3) Assessing. 

Step 1: Planning 

The first step within EMS can be broken into a sub-set of activities, all of which were undertaken in 

preparation of this document.  

 Gathering of information regarding Environmental Management Plans in general. 

 Defining the stakeholders and clarifying their needs. 

 Meetings with the different stakeholders. 

 Desk Research around the impacts (positive and negative) associated with the sport of 

bouldering.   

 Drafting the Environmental Management Plan by a group of local boulderers with the 

support of the Mountain Club of South Africa (MCSA). 

 Review of the document by the MCSA, specifically the rock climbing and access sub-

committee. 

 Distribution of the EMP to the climbing community at large for a period of 2 weeks in 

order to gather feedback. 

 Final distribution to the community for climbers to sign in approval. Supporters of the 

EMP are listed on pages 28. 

Step 2: Implementing 

Upon approval by SANParks, the plan will be executed and managed by the team of climbers that 

drafted the plan, in accordance and collaboration of SANParks. 
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Step 3: Assessing 

An Impact Assessment and / or other types of exercises should be completed by SANParks as they 

deem necessary.  Any results or findings should be communicated to the bouldering community 

through either the MCSA Rock Climbing and Access committee or the group of climbers that wrote 

this document in order to ensure any negative impact is being addressed. 

1.4 Environmental Management Plan Objectives 

The Red Hill Environmental Management Plan (EMP) for Bouldering is specifically focused on the Red 

Hill sector of Table Mountain National Park. 

 

Image 1: Location of Red Hill Bouldering in reference to Table Mountain National Park Map.1 

The EMP has four main objectives, namely: 

 To document the positive and negative impacts resulting from bouldering in the Red Hill 

areas. 

 To create, document and distribute a plan for boulderers to adhere to in order to 

minimise negative impact in the Red Hill area, ensuring that the needs, objectives and 

policies of SANParks are met. 

 To grant access to bouldering in the Red Hill areas, increasing positive impact and use of 

public land. 

 To create an understanding between SANParks and the bouldering community on 

continuous activities that need to take place to protect the land while ensuring positive 

experiences for the climber user group. 

 

1.5 Stakeholders and Needs 

Stakeholders in this EMP include SANParks, Mountain Club of South Africa, the local bouldering 

community, and climbing tourists.  The needs of these stakeholders are as follows. 

SANParks  

South Africa National Parks’ mission is “to develop and manage a system of National Parks that 

represent the biodiversity, landscapes and associated heritage assets of South Africa for the 
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sustainable use and benefit of all.” The Red Hill area is part of Table Mountain National Park which is 

managed by SANParks.  

 

Mountain Club of South Africa 

The Mountain Club of South Africa (MCSA) strives “to promote the sustainable use of our mountain 

resources, and to facilitate access to our natural heritage in a friendly and supportive manner 

through 1) sharing expertise, and learning 2) partnering with key stakeholders 3) connecting 

mountain lovers to similar-minded people and to the mountains they love.”  The MCSA Rock 

Climbing and Access sub-committees are involved in the drafting of this EMP, providing necessary 

resources and advice. 

 

Local Climbing Community  

The South African climbing community is made up of a diverse group of people in terms of age, 

ethnic background, education, profession, etc., all brought together via the recreational sport of rock 

climbing. 

 

Climbing Tourists 

South Africa has a high density of rock and is internationally recognized as a climbing hub. Hundreds 

of climbers visit annually to explore Cape Town and surrounding areas.  The 2011 season was 

expected to bring approximately 500 tourists and an increase of 4 – 5 million Rand to the Clanwilliam 

economy. 4 

 

2. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY  

Boulderers are committed to minimising the adverse effects of their activities on the environment 

and to promoting the safe practice of the sport.  To this end they are committed to the following 

principles: 

 

1. Minimizing the impact of bouldering on the environmental integrity of the park. 

2. Avoiding impacts on the cultural and historical environment of the park. 

3. Identifying and assessing the environmental impacts of current and potential bouldering 

areas in conjunction with SANParks and other interested and affected parties. 

4. Adhering to environmental standards that conform to standards appropriate to 

environmental conditions on the Cape Peninsula, for opening new bouldering areas or 

closing existing ones, including the establishment and maintenance of appropriate paths. 

5. Co-operating with managing authorities and recognising and responding to their concerns. 

6. Monitoring bouldering activities to ensure compliance with the principles outlined above. 

This environmental policy provides a framework for action and the setting of objectives and targets. 

3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND ISSUES 

All outdoor recreational activities, including bouldering, result in positive and negative impacts.  The 

goal is to define these impacts in order to minimise the negative whilst increasing the positive 

benefits in either quantity and / or quality.  Table 3.1 details the four main activities that take place 

in bouldering, the potential impacts of these activities, a further description of the impact to ensure 

all readers of this document have a similar understanding, list of whether the impact is positive or 
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negative and then finally suggestions for mitigation.  All these activities, impacts and mitigations are 

further explored in the Management Plan section of the document, starting on page 10. 
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Table 3.1 Impacts Associated with Bouldering 

Activity Potential Impacts Description of Impacts Positive or Negative 
Impact 

Routes of Mitigation 

Utilizing Red Hill for 
Recreational Activity, 
including Bouldering 

Possible creation of new trails and / or 
footpaths without SANParks authorization 
 

Regardless of recreational activity, it is possible 
that visitors to the Red Hill may wander from 
the designated trail.  Repeated varying from the 
designated path can result in new foot paths or 
trails to emerge. 
 

Negative  Access trails defined for each 
bouldering area   

 Signage put in place to 
communicate to the climbing 
user group the trail head 

 Climbing topos and guide 
books to include information 
on location of trails and a 
request for users to stay on 
the designated paths. 

Trampling of indigenous vegetation 
 

Trampling of indigenous vegetation can occur 
with many recreational activities, bouldering 
included.  The extent of this impact is highest 
when new areas are developed due to the need 
to create a new footpath to the climbing area 
and vegetation around the base being eroded 
due to the bouldering pads.  There is medium 
impact on vegetation around the base of 
boulders when new boulder development 
occurs within a pre-defined climbing area.   

Negative  Climbers to actively be aware 
of trampling plants and must 
not purposefully remove 
vegetation. 

 Climbing topo to include such 
information. 

 New bouldering areas to be 
discussed with SANParks prior 
to development. 

Disturbance of animals  
 

The disturbance of animals is feasible with any 
outdoor activity, bouldering included.  It is a 
possibility that animals will be encountered 
while walking on the path and / or climbing on 
rocks. 

Negative  Communication put forward 
by SANParks, if deemed 
necessary, for all land users to 
respect the animal inhabitants 
and avoid purposeful 
disturbances. 

Litter 
 

Litter is an impact that can occur from any user 
group by an accidental dropping of food or 
belongings.   

Negative  Communication put forward 
by SANParks, if deemed 
necessary, and clarified in the 
bouldering guides for user 
groups to leave no trace. 

Trampling of alien vegetation 
 

Trampling of alien vegetation, either 
unconsciously or purposefully, can prevent the 
continued growth of the alien vegetation in the 
area.  

Positive  None Needed. 

Benefit of Public Land and Tax Money One of the main revenue streams for National 
Parks is state contributions, driven from taxes.  

Positive  None Needed. 
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Access to the land allows all user groups to 
enjoy their tax payments at work.   

Access to Natural Environment 
 

Bouldering opens yet another avenue for 
people to explore and enjoy the outdoors. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Awareness of Environmental Issues 
 

Use of nature can correspond with awareness 
of environmental issues within different regions 
and/or national parks. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Physical Exercise Bouldering, like many other recreational 
activities, provides exercise and healthy living 
through the hike to the climbing area and the 
climbing itself. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Positive Psychological Experience Climbing creates a positive psychological 
experience, increasing happiness. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Enjoying Nature with One’s Dog Red Hill is a dog-friendly area, allowing land 
users to enjoy their sport with their pet. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Walking to and from 
bouldering area 
 

All impacts addressed above. N/A N/A N/A 

Walking to and from 
boulders 

All impacts addressed above. N/A N/A N/A 

Bouldering Erosion of base of boulders 
 

Erosion around the base of the boulders can 
occur due to the crash pads being laid below 
the bouldering problem to protect the climber 
from injury. 

Negative  Communication put forward 
through the climbing topos to 
avoid dragging pads over 
vegetation and/or from 
removing vegetation. 

Visual impact of residue chalk on rocks 
 

Climbers use magnesium carbonate to absorb 
moisture in their hands, assisting in friction 
while climbing.  A white visual impact is left 
behind on the rock which is washed away by 
rain except for in areas that receive minimal 
exposure to rain water such as caves. 

Negative  Communication put forward 
through the climbing topos to 
brush off residue chalk from 
the boulders after each 
bouldering session. 

Increase in Tourism 
 

South Africa houses one of the top five 
bouldering destinations in the world, bringing in 
top athletes.  These athletes often explore the 
boulders in Cape Town before or after their visit 
to Clanwilliam.  Currently the best boulders 
within the Cape are located in Red Hill, which 
could directly correlate to an increase in 
tourism, revenue and knowledge about the 
area. 

Positive  None Needed. 
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New Route (Problem) 
Development within 
Existing Areas on Developed 
Boulders 

Boulderers stay within previously defined 
climbing areas 
 

Further route/”problem” development in a pre-
defined area would be on the boulders already 
developed. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Use of only pre-defined trails and 
boulders. 

Further problem development would keep 
climbers on the same trails and pre-defined 
pathways. 

Positive  None Needed. 

New Bouldering Area 
Development 

Creation of footpaths and trampling of 
vegetation 
 

Development of new bouldering areas could 
mean exploration of an area that does not have 
a pre-defined path.  One or two climbers 
walking through the landscape would have 
minimal impact, but a lot larger impact would 
occur if a new bouldering area was developed. 

Negative  New bouldering areas to be 
discussed and approved by 
SANParks prior to 
development. 

Increase in recreational use of public land The mission of SANParks is the management of 
the land for the “sustainable use and benefit of 
all”.  An increase of this land by current users or 
additional users should be considered a positive 
impact. 

Positive  None Needed. 

Increase in climbing areas in the peninsula An increase of climbing areas within the 
peninsula will spread out the impact on one 
specific region, will bring further understanding 
to the sport, and will increase awareness to the 
climbers. 

Positive  None Needed. 
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4. MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The following management plan is put forward to clearly define the steps needing to take place in 

order for minimization of negative impacts in the Red Hill area.  If approved, it will be put into action 

through the previously defined stakeholders, lead by the Mountain Club of South Africa and the local 

climbing community (specifically the individuals who drafted this EMP). 

 

4.1 Red Hill Climbing Areas 

Red Hill currently contains 3 developed bouldering areas known as Grootkop (Main Hill), 

Coppermine and Easter Island.  The definition of a developed bouldering area is an area where 

boulders have been climbed, graded and usually documented through climbing topos.   It should be 

noted that not all boulders are climb-able or have potential for quality climbing.  The Red Hill area 

contains boulders considered to be of very high quality.  The only bouldering that matches the 

quality of Red Hill is a 3 hour drive away, located in the Cederberg. 

 

 
Image 2:  There are three developed bouldering areas within the Red Hill area of Table Mountain 

National Park. 2 

 

4.2 Grootkop (Main Hill Areas) 

Grootkop, or simply referenced as Main Hill by the climbers, consists of four sub-areas of Vajra, 

Mushroom, Vanilla Sky and Runt.  The parking is the located in the Just Nuisance lot located off the 
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M66 as all four sub-areas are found along the Kleinplaas Dam trail.  This area is believed to have the 

least negative impact out of the three Red Hill areas due to the bouldering being located along the 

main hiking trail with many of the boulders on the trail itself.  

 

 
Image 3: Overview of Grootkop climbing areas.  The black line indicates the portion of the Kleinplaas 

Dam trail that is used to access the Grootkop bouldering areas.  The four bouldering sub-areas have 

been indicated. 2 

 

Vajra is located at the top of the Kleinplaas Dam trail and contains nine developed boulders, all of 

which confined to one small area.  The below graphic shows the location of all boulders with the 

most frequented boulders marked with a red star.   

  

 
Image 4: Topo of Vajra with the most frequented boulderers marked.  The Kleinplaas Dam trail leads 

right to these boulders. 3 

 

Vanilla Sky 
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Mushroom is located further down the mountain and Kleinplaas Dam trail.  It instead is found by 

taking a small pre-defined offshoot trail that is marked in Image 5.   

 
Image 5: The Mushroom area is accessed by the pre-defined trail on the map below. 2 

 

The Mushroom boulders, like the Vajra boulders, sit right on the predefined trail.  This area is quite 

popular with all boulders being used, but the most popular are the four shown in Image 6.  

 

 
Image 6: The Mushroom Area boulders with the most popular boulders marked with a red star.  It 

should be noted that all boulders in this area are often climbed.  3 

 

The Vanilla Sky bouldering area has a handful of boulders, but only two are frequently visited.  The 

area sits at the point where the Kleinplaas Dam Trail splits, with the boulders sitting right at this 

intersection. 
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Image 7: Location of Vanilla Sky area. 2 

 

 
Image 8: Topo of Vanilla Sky Area.  The bouldering problems of large interest are housed on the two 

starred boulders. 3 

 

Runt is a bit more scattered than the aforementioned areas and the main Runt section does not 

have a defined trail.  However, the boulder area is about 10 – 15 meters from the main Kleinplaas 

Dam Trail.  The area has a large quantity of boulder problems, yet is not very popular solely because 

the current bouldering community prefers the higher graded problems, located in Vajra and 

Mushroom.  It is expected this area would be frequented more often if topos were widely 

distributed or if a proper guidebook was put forward for bouldering in the Cape.  A current peninsula 

guidebook has been mentioned and climbers are starting to gather topos, but an expected release 

date has not been given. 
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Image 9: Location of the Runt Boulders. 2 

 

Bouldering in the Grootkop area is expected to have the following impacts listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Impacts Associated with Bouldering in Main Hill 

Potential Impacts Positive or Negative Impact Extent of Impact Further Explanation 

Trampling and possible removal of 
indigenous vegetation 

Negative Low Trampling and possible removal of indigenous 
vegetation in Vajra and Mushroom are low due to 
the trail and foot paths being in place.  Even with 
Runt area’s lack of pre-defined foot path, the extent 
of this negative impact remains low due to the 
number of climbers frequenting this cluster in 
comparison to Vajra and Mushroom areas.  The 
extent of impact might be deemed higher by the 
rangers and should be discussed in more detail. 

Disturbance of animals  Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to hikers 
hiking on the trail.   

Litter Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to hikers 
hiking on the trail.   

Trampling and removal of alien 
vegetation 

Positive Low The extent of this impact is comparable to hikers 
hiking on the trail.   

Benefit of Public Land and Tax Payments Positive High Allowing climbers to access this area is simply 
another user group being able to enjoy the public 
land and their tax payments at work. 

Access to Natural Environment Positive High Allowing climbers to access this land creates 
another user group enjoying the natural 
environment. 

Awareness of environmental issues Positive Low Climbers accessing this area are apprised to the 
current issues and realize the impacts listed in this 
document. 

Exercise Positive High Bouldering, like many other recreational activities, 
provides exercise and healthy living through the 
hike to the climbing area and the climbing itself. 

Positive Psychological Experience Positive High Climbing creates a positive psychological 
experience, increasing happiness. 

Allowance to Bring Dogs Positive Low Red Hill is a dog-friendly area, allowing land users to 
enjoy their sport with their pet. 
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Erosion of base of boulders Negative Low The boulders in Main Hill were developed years ago 
meaning any erosion around the base has already 
occurred.  It is also deemed that erosion was 
minimal since the majority of boulders sit right on 
the trail. 

Visual impact of residue chalk on rocks Negative Medium Chalk is often left on the rock from climbers 
creating a visual mark from the users. 

Increase in Tourism Positive Medium Due to the Clanwilliam area housing international 
rated boulders, the peninsula feels the tourism 
increase of boulderers exploring the area after their 
time in Clanwilliam.  
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Mitigation of Negative Impacts on Grootkop 

The negative impact of most concern in Grootkop is the lack of trail going to the low frequented area 

of Runt.  It is proposed that a trail of approximately 10 – 15 meters in length is put in place and the 

points located according to the Image 10 below.  If this trail is approved by SANParks, the local 

climbing community (via guidance of the MCSA) will build the path.  This has been successfully done 

at a number of sport climbing areas, including “The Mine”. 

 

 
Image 10:  A trail does not exist yet for the low frequented area of Runt.  It is proposed that a trail is 

put in place prior to the area becoming popular to prevent any unwanted damage.  The trail would 

be very short, with an approximate length of 10 – 15 meters. 2 

 

Other negative impacts that should be addressed include the following.   

1. Red Hill climbing topos and / or guides to include information on exact trails and pathways in 

order to reduce the trampling of vegetation. 

2. Necessity of signage in this area to be determined by SANParks.  If signage is requested the 

cost will be covered by the MCSA and the markers put in place by the MCSA and the local 

climbing community. 

3. Visual impact of chalk should be minimised by climbers actively brushing tick marks and 

residue at the end of their visit.  This request will be notated in all topos for the areas. 

4. The disturbance of animals should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 

5. Litter should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 

 

4.3 Coppermine 

Coppermine is very popular amongst climbers due to the quality of rock, variance of bouldering 

routes and easy to find location.  It is the only bouldering area in Cape Town that is family friendly in 

the terms of ease of walk-in and the wide range of climbing grades allowing for kid-friendly climbing. 
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The bouldering is currently accessed by parking at the parking area located on the Pine Haven 

turnoff road and walking along the Kleinplaas Dam Trail until approximately parallel with the dam.  

At this point, a foot path can be seen on the left indicated by a cairn.   

 

  
Image 11: Coppermine area and the correlating trail used for access. 2 

 

 
Image 12: Coppermine contains a handful of boulders, all which are often frequented.  Coppermine 

is considered to be the best bouldering in the peninsula and is the only family friendly location. 3 

 

Bouldering in Coppermine is expected to have the below impacts listed in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Impacts Associated with Bouldering in Coppermine 

Potential Impacts Positive or 
Negative Impact 

Extent of Impact Further Explanation 

Disturbance of animals  Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to hikers hiking on the trail.   

Litter Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to hikers hiking on the trail.   

Benefit of Public Land and Tax Payments 
 

Positive High Allowing climbers to access this area is simply another user group being 
able to enjoy the public land and their tax payments at work. 

Access to Natural Environment 
 

Positive High Allowing climbers to access this land creates another user group enjoying 
the natural environment. 

Awareness of environmental issues 
 

Positive High Climbers accessing this area are apprised to the current issues and 
realize the impacts listed in this document. 

Exercise Positive High Bouldering, like many other recreational activities, provides exercise and 
healthy living through the hike to the climbing area and the climbing 
itself. 

Positive Psychological Experience Positive High Climbing creates a positive psychological experience, increasing 
happiness. 

Allowance to Bring Dogs Positive High Red Hill is a dog-friendly area, allowing land users to enjoy their sport 
with their pet. 

Erosion of base of boulders 
 

Negative Medium The extent of this impact is medium as the area is popular amongst 
climbers.  However, the area was developed years ago with any main 
erosion already occurring. 

Visual impact of residue chalk on rocks 
 

Negative Medium The extent of this impact is medium as the area is popular amongst 
climbers.   

Increase in Tourism 
 

Positive Medium Due to the Clanwilliam area housing international rated boulders, the 
peninsula feels the tourism increase of boulderers exploring the area 
after their time in Clanwilliam. 

Use of only pre-defined trails and 
boulders 

Positive / Negative High A pre-defined trail already exists for Coppermine.  This can be seen as a 
positive and a negative.  Positive because it means that all climbers 
utilize the same pathway.  This pathway is defined and marked by a 
cairn.  However, it has been viewed as a negative as this path was not 
previously cleared with SANParks. 
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Mitigation of Negative Impacts on Copper Mine 

It is foreseen that some decisions will need to be made to create a compromise between SANParks 

and the climbing community.  The future negative impacts are minimal, but the main issue is around 

the trail that was created to access Coppermine bouldering. 

 

Coppermine was developed under the understanding that climbing was allowed in this area due to 

documentation found on the SANParks website.  However, in May 2011 (years after development) it 

was brought to light by the rangers that this area was of concern due to 1) the trail being put in 

place by a party other than SANParks 2) the trail fell into the bounds of an area where climbing is 

NOT allowed. 

 

It is suggested that the Coppermine climbing area is addressed as follows:  

1. The current pathway that branches from the Kleinplaas Dam hiking trail is continued to be 

used but proper signage put in place to ensure that all boulderers use only this path, 

protecting surrounding vegetation.  If approved it will be the responsibility of the climbers to 

properly mark this trail and distribute updated copies of the topo with the proper trail 

information.  

2. The Coppermine topo is to be updated, detailing this trail and creating an imperative that all 

users stay to the path, actively paying attention to protect the surrounding vegetation. 

3. No other development of boulders or trails should occur in any areas that fall within the No 

Climbing area. 

4. Erosion at the base of the boulders will be addressed in the topos, detailing out the 

importance for climbers to actively minimise this impact by properly carrying pads and avoid 

dragging pads underneath the rocks. 

5. Visual impact of chalk should be minimised by climbers actively brushing tick marks and 

residue at the end of their visit.  This request will be put forward in the climbing topos and 

online forums. 

6. The disturbance of animals should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 

7. Litter should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 

 

4.4 Easter Island 

Easter Island is admittedly the most fragile of the bouldering areas due to its proximity to the 

wetlands.  It is also the least frequented of the three Red Hill areas as it has minimal boulders and 

developed problems, plus there is a lack of topo for the area.  The lack of topo, unfortunately, also 

means a lack of communication amongst climbers around the proper path to take in order to access 

the boulders. 

 

Access to Easter Island can be obtained by turning off Red Hill Road (M66) at the Pine Haven turn 

and using the parking lot found on that road.  It is the same parking the climbers use to access 

Coppermine.  The current route to the boulders varies due to the lack of established trail and lack of 

communication within the climbing community. 
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Image 13: The location of Easter Island. 2 

 

Negative Impacts in this area are higher than the other two areas and are outlined in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Impacts Associated with Bouldering in Easter Island 

Potential Impacts Positive or 
Negative Impact 

Extent of Impact Further Explanation 

Creation of new trails and / or 
footpaths without SANParks 
authorization 
 

Negative High If a formal trail is not put in place, climbers may try to 
access the area via the shortest path possible.  Since this 
area sits near the wetlands, this means climbers might 
stomp on fragile vegetation. 

Trampling and possible removal of 
indigenous vegetation 

Negative High The chance of trampling and removing of indigenous 
vegetation is high due to the lack of access trail. 

Disturbance of animals  
 

Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to any user group 
being in this area.   

Litter 
 

Negative Low The extent of this impact is comparable to any user group 
being in this area.   

Trampling and removal of alien 
vegetation 

Positive High The chance of trampling and removing of alien vegetation is 
high due to the lack of access trail. 

Benefit of Public Land and Tax 
Payments 

Positive High Allowing climbers to access this area is simply another user 
group being able to enjoy the public land and their taxes at 
work. 

Access to Natural Environment 
 

Positive High Allowing climbers to access this land creates another user 
group enjoying the natural environment. 

Awareness of environmental 
issues 
 

Positive High Climbers accessing this area are apprised to the current 
issues and realize the impacts listed in this document.  This 
document and any forthcoming topos would also address 
the importance and fragile nature of the wetlands. 

Exercise Positive High Bouldering, like many other recreational activities, provides 
exercise and healthy living through the hike to the climbing 
area and the climbing itself. 

Positive Psychological Experience Positive High Climbing creates a positive psychological experience, 
increasing happiness. 

Allowance to Bring Dogs Positive High Red Hill is a dog-friendly area, allowing land users to enjoy 
their sport with their pet. 

Erosion of base of boulders Negative High Easter Island is a new area meaning erosion around the 
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 boulders has yet to occur. 

Visual impact of residue chalk on 
rocks 

Negative Low The extent of this impact is low since the area is hidden 
from the main trail and not often frequented by climbers.   

Increase in Tourism 
 

Positive Low Due to the Clanwilliam area housing international rated 
boulders, the peninsula feels the tourism increase of 
boulderers exploring the area after their time in 
Clanwilliam.  However, any tourists would most likely be 
exploring Main Hill and Coppermine boulders. 

Increase in recreational use of 
public land 

Positive High Opening this area to bouldering increases the recreational 
use of public land. 

Increase in climbing areas in the 
peninsula 

Positive High The peninsula contains a limited amount of bouldering and 
this would provide this user group with additional climbing 
resources. 
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Mitigation of Negative Impacts on Easter Island 

Easter Island will take the most work and management with the first main priority of putting a 

proper trail in place to greatly reduce the impact of vegetation trampling.  It is proposed that 

climbers access this area through the Kleinplaas Dam Trail from the M66 parking and that a new off 

shoot trail is made to access the boulders, avoiding the wetlands.  This path to be discussed with 

SANParks for further definition and then to be put in place by the MCSA and the local climbing 

community in terms of trail building and signage. 

 

 
Image 14: Location of Easter Island and the proposed trail. 2 

 

It is also proposed that other areas of mitigation include the following: 

1. An Easter Island topo is created which clearly communicates to all boulderers the proper 

trail, the fragile nature of this climbing area and any rules that need to be adhered to in 

order for climbing access to remain open. 

2. No other development of boulders or trails should occur in any areas near the wetlands. 

3. Erosion at the base of the boulders will be addressed in the topos, detailing the importance 

for climbers to actively minimise this impact by properly carrying pads and avoiding dragging 

of pads underneath the rocks. 

4. Visual impact of chalk should be minimised by climbers actively brushing tick marks and 

residue at the end of their visit.  This request will be put forward in the climbing topos and 

online forums. 

5. The disturbance of animals should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 

6. Litter should be addressed by SANParks, if deemed a priority. 
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4.5 New Bouldering Areas 

Potential for additional bouldering areas exist in Red Hill due to the numerous boulders that make 

up the landscape.  The development of any new boulders within Red Hill will first be discussed with 

SANParks. 

4.6 Recommended Phased Approach to Bouldering in Red Hill 

It is proposed that necessary changes occur in a phased approach in order to allow climbers access 

as soon as possible.  For this reason, it is proposed that the timeline of communication and changes 

occur in this order: 

1. SANParks to be shown all the climbing areas by members of the local climbing community, if 

deemed necessary by SANParks. 

2. SANParks to determine if signage is needed in Vajra and Mushroom areas of Main Hill.  If 

yes, the MCSA and local bouldering community will make signs and install them where 

necessary, in accordance to the guidance provided by SANParks 

3. Concurrently all climbing topos will be updated and distributed to the climbing community 

through the appropriate forums (i.e. Cutloose, Climb.co.za, MCSA, etc.) 

4. Once signage is in place for these two areas and topos updated and released Mushroom and 

Vajra areas will be opened to climbing. 

5. The Coppermine trail will be assessed by SANParks and it will be determined if this pre-

defined path can be used or if a new trail needs to be put in place.  If the current trail is 

sufficient the MCSA and local climbing community will create proper signage and update the 

topo.  The MCSA and local climbing communities will also further define the trail, if deemed 

necessary by SANParks.  If the current trail is not sufficient in the eyes of SANParks, the local 

climbing community, MCSA and SANParks will convene to discuss and decide on appropriate 

next steps. 

6. Coppermine will be opened for climbing. 

7. Runt area will have the proposed trail built by the MCSA and the local climbing community, 

via guidance of SANParks.  This trail will also be marked with the appropriate signage. 

8. Concurrently topos will be updated by the climbers and distributed. 

9. Runt area will be opened to climbers. 

10. Easter Island will be assessed and a proper trail put in place.  The trail should be built and 

marked by the MCSA and climbing community, via guidance from SANParks. 

11. A topo should be created and distributed to the climbers. 

12. Easter Island will be opened to climbers. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION AND REVIEW 

Assessment should occur by both the MCSA and the SANParks on an annual basis, completed in a 

methodology deemed appropriate by the respective parties.   
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6. Supporters 

The following individuals and organizations support this Environmental Management Plan and hope 

to see it approved by SANParks. 

Name                               Affiliation  

Rachel Strate Boulderer, Contributor to EMP 

Charles Hopkins Climber, Contributor to EMP 

Guy Holwill Boulderer, Contributor to EMP 

Marijus Smigelskis Boulderer, Contributor to EMP 

Julia Wakeling Climber, Contributor to EMP, MCSA Rock Climbing Committee Member 

Ian Vermeulen Boulderer 

Simon Mueller Boulderer 

Douw Steyn Climber, Contributor to EMP, MCSA Rock Climbing Committee Member 

Andy Davies Climber, Contributor to EMP, MCSA Rock Climbing Committee Member 

Esme Davies Climber 

Monika Kastner Boulderer 

Michael Kastner Boulderer 

Niel Mostert Boulderer 

Calvin Kemp Boulderer 

Micky Wiswedel Climber 

Wiebke Toussaint Climber 

Delaney Carpenter Climber 

Harry Crews Climber 

Lara Scisco Boulderer 

Geoffrey O’Connell Climber 

Gregorio Kriel Climber 

Ryan Holl Boulderer 

Gareth McAlister Boulderer 

Amber Crake Boulderer 

Jeandre Venter Climber 

Zoe Duby Climber 

Jamie Smith Climber 

Tasja Reckhaus Climber 

Glenn Moncrieff Climber 

Jonathan Joseph Climber 

Catherine Scott Climber 

Margherita Introna Climber 

Myburgh van Zijl Climber 

Mary Fourie Climber 

Pierre van Zijl Climber 

Elzabi van Wyk Climber 

Chris Kriel Climber 

Max Milne Climber 

Dominic Richardson Climber 

Levi Chamberlain Climber 

Toni von Houweninge Climber 

John Sterianos Climber 

Steve Downing Climber 
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Sulona Reddy Climber 

Julia Chen Boulderer 

Frederick Hugo Climber 

Cameron Price Boulderer 

Alan Hills Boulderer / Climber 

Uwe Pitsch Climber 

Steve Bradshaw Climber 

Anthony Hall Climber 

Kobus Botha Climber 

Jose Heitor Climber 

Hendrik Smith Climber 

Robert Breyer Climber, Owner of City Rock 

Jacques Redelinghuys Climber 

Nicolas Telford Boulderer 
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7. Resources 

1. Map Credit: Table Mountain National Park Website. 
2. Map Credit: Peter Slingsby. 
3. Map Credit: Marijus Smigelski and Cutloose Bouldering. 
4. “Climbers flock to South Africa’s “rock farms”’.  Cape Argus.  August 5, 2011. 

http://www.sanparks.org/parks/table_mountain/
http://www.slingsbymaps.com/

